Choices of incidental findings of individuals undergoing genome wide sequencing, a single center's experience.
Genome wide sequencing is an emerging clinical tool that may provide information on genetic variants that are not directly related to the patient's primary disorder. These incidental findings (IFs) may include information about conditions that can be treated and may also indicate conditions for which treatments are not currently available. Data is currently limited regarding what IFs an individual would want to disclose. This study reports on 305 individual choices for return of IFs that were completed at the Medical College of Wisconsin's clinical sequencing laboratory. Individuals were given access to five categories of IFs to select from: no incidental findings, untreatable childhood disorders, treatable adulthood disorders, untreatable adulthood disorders, and carrier of a disorder. Retrospective chart review was conducted and individual choices were recorded and analyzed. The majority of individuals (76.1%) selected every IF to be reported, 14.4% wanted a subset of the options, and 9.5% did not want any IFs reported. This study contributes to the limited data that demonstrates what an individual would actually choose when undergoing genetic sequencing. Furthermore, this data supports the opinion that individuals want and utilize the ability to choose the findings reported.